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We present the results of ab initio calculations on magnetic and electronic structures of La1−xSrxMnO3 at low
doping, x=1/8. Using the B3LYP hybrid exchange-correlation functional within the framework of density-
functional theory, we predict a ferromagnetic ground state for La0.875Sr0.125MnO3 in both the low-temperature
orthorhombic and the high-temperature pseudocubic phases. This is in contrast to its parent compound
LaMnO3, for which we find in agreement with experiment the layered antiferromagnetic state to be the most
stable one. The calculated density of states and bond population analysis suggest a tendency of formation of
half-metallic spin states in the band gap of both structures.
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Sr-doped LaMnO3 La1−xSrxMnO3, LSM is one of many
extensively studied perovskite-type oxides, attractive due to
its colossal magnetoresistivity, a spin-glass behavior, a
metal-to-insulator transition at 360 K for x=0.3 Ref. 1,
charge ordering after doping with Sr, and a ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic transitions observed. One of its important
applications is also the use as a promising cathode material
in high-temperature solid oxide fuel cells SOFCs.2 The
high operating temperature of current SOFC technology is
mandated by the necessity of high oxygen molecule reduc-
tion rate at the fuel cell cathode and high oxygen ion mobil-
ity in the solid electrolyte and in the cathode bulk or on
surfaces and grain boundaries. Technologically, the first re-
quirement and partially the second one can be met by re-
ducing the thickness of electrolyte and cathode layers, as it is
implemented in the Jülich planar substrate SOFC concept,
where thin electrolyte yttria stabilized zirconium oxide and
cathode layers LSM or Co, Fe-doped LaMnO3 are sup-
ported by a millimeter thick nickel cermet anode.3 Elucidat-
ing the mechanisms of oxygen reduction and mobility on
LSM surfaces and in the bulk of LSM is thus beneficial for
understanding the limitations of the currently used materials
in SOFC technology and secondly aiding the development of
higher-performance materials.
LSM compounds exhibit a large variety of properties de-
pending on the La/Sr ratio, the degree of oxygen nonstoichi-
ometry, temperature and/or pressure conditions, sample
preparation, etc. Even at high SOFC working temperatures
T780 K, when cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion disap-
pears, magnetic orbital ordering still can take place. Knowl-
edge of proper spin redistribution in manganites is especially
important because of the four unpaired electrons on Mn,
which demand open-shell calculations. Thus, before one
starts modeling the complex surface processes, it is indis-
pensable to first investigate the magnetic and electronic
structure of bulk LSM. In the current study, we chose to
investigate the LSM with a 12.5% Sr doping, which is some-
what larger than typical experimental concentrations 10%
Sr in order to simplify the calculations the larger the Sr
content, the smaller the necessary system size.
Recent series of local spin-density approximation calcula-
tions performed on LSM were devoted to magnetic ordering
with respect to lattice distortion,4 the distribution of Mn3+
and Mn4+ charge ordering,5 and the surface ferromagnetism.6
Experimentally, the nature of the chemical bonds, magnetic
properties, metal-insulator transitions, and structural LSM
transformations in the vicinity of x=1/8 were studied in
Refs. 7–9.
Recent studies have shown that hybrid exchange-
correlation functionals can accurately reproduce the basic
bulk and surface properties of a number of ABO3 perovskite
materials,10,11 including the low-temperature phase of
LaMnO3 LMO.12,13 We adopted here the hybrid B3LYP
exchange-correlation functional within the density-functional
theory DFT, following Refs. 12 and 13. The simulations
were carried out with the CRYSTAL computer code,14 which
employs atom-centered Gaussian-type functions as basis sets
BSs.
The BSs used in this study for both LSM and LMO bulk
computations were taken from the following sources: for Sr
and O in the form of 311d1G and 8–411d1G, respectively,
from Ref. 10, for Mn and La in the form of 86–411d41G
from Ref. 15, and 311-31d3f1 from CRYSTAL’s homepage,14
respectively. For Mn and O, all electrons are explicitly in-
cluded. The inner core electrons of Sr and La are described
by small-core Hay-Wadt effective pseudopotentials16 and by
the nonrelativistic pseudopotential of Dolg et al.,17 respec-
tively. The choice of BS follows the detailed basis set analy-
sis in Ref. 13, and thus gives us confidence on the reliability
of the present calculations. In case of La, we also added an
f-type polarization Gaussian function with exponent opti-
mized in the LMO crystalline field =0.475 with only mi-
nor impact on the results, in agreement with the results in
Ref. 5. The total energy is lowered by only 1.2 eV per 40-
atom unit cell and f orbital population does not exceed
0.01 e.
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The reciprocal space integration was performed by sam-
pling the Brillouin zone with the 444 Pack-Monkhorst
mesh18 36 k points in total. The cutoff threshold parameters
of CRYSTAL for Coulomb and exchange integrals evaluation
ITOL1–ITOL5 have been set to 8, 8, 8, 8, and 16, respec-
tively. Calculations were considered as converged only when
the total energy obtained in the self-consistency procedure
differs by less than 10−7 a.u. in two successive cycles.
In this Brief Report, we consider LSM in its low-
temperature orthorhombic phase as well as in its high-
temperature pseudocubic phase which is thermodynami-
cally stable at SOFC working conditions.19 In order to verify
our approach, we also performed a number of test calcula-
tions on LMO in its low-temperature orthorhombic structure,
which is the parent compound for LSM and well studied by
various experiments and calculations.12,13,20–22
To model LSM at low doping x=1/8 in the low-
temperature regime orthorhombic Pbnm phase, we used
structural parameters derived experimentally by means of
neutron diffraction.23 This orthorhombic structure of ABO3
perovskite comprises four formula units. Therefore, to obtain
the desired concentration of Sr in LSM, we doubled the ini-
tial LMO orthorhombic unit cell, and then one of the eight
La atoms was substituted for Sr. Such a doubled orthorhom-
bic unit cell contains 40 atoms in total and exhibits no point
group symmetry. We applied the same approach to perform a
comparative simulation on undoped LMO. Structural param-
eters for the low-temperature orthorhombic Pbnm phase of
LMO have been taken from the experimental neutron diffrac-
tion study.21 The experimentally defined geometries have
been used in our first-principles calculations, because mag-
netic properties, especially the coupling constants J, are
strongly affected by the choice of crystal structure. At the
same time, we note that lattice parameters and atomic coor-
dinates of both LMO and LSM optimized by means of the
B3LYP hybrid technique are very close to the experimentally
observed ones.21 Thus, using experimental geometries we ex-
pect negligible changes in calculated total energies and in the
physical nature of magnetic and electronic structures.
At high temperatures T800 K, the orthorhombic LSM
lattice becomes metrically cubic.19 We used a 222 su-
percell 40 atoms of the Pm3¯m cubic structure of LMO as a
starting geometry. A Sr concentration of x=1/8 has been
achieved by replacing one of the eight La by Sr. Full geom-
etry lattice constant and atomic coordinates optimization
was performed in the Pm3¯m symmetry. In order to describe
orbital ordering for the studied magnetic configurations, the
imposed cubic symmetry has been artificially removed.
We have considered four possible magnetic states for both
LSM and LMO: the fully ferromagnetic FM system, an
orthorhombic cubic structure with ferromagnetic Mn spin
coupling in the basal ab xy plane and antiferromagnetic
coupling along the c z direction A-type AFM, antiferro-
magnetic coupling in the basal plane and ferromagnetic cou-
pling along the z direction C-AFM, and antiferromagnetic
coupling between all nearest neighbor spins G-AFM. Ac-
cording to Hund’s rule, the lowest energy corresponds to the
maximal spin projection on the Mn3+ ion Sz=2, four spin-up
d electrons occupy t2g and eg levels. The energy of each
magnetic state has been calculated for all structures using the
spin-polarized B3LYP hybrid DFT approach Table I. For
each system, several initial spin distributions have been used
to ensure that we found the correct ground state configura-
tion. In agreement with experiment20 and recent ab initio
calculations,12,13 the orthorhombic A-AFM structure is iden-
tified as the LMO ground state. For the low-temperature
phase of slightly doped LSM, the calculated ferromagnetic
order is also observed experimentally.7 Our calculations sug-
gest that the ferromagnetic ordering of LSM could survive
even at SOFC working temperatures, since the energetically
favorable pseudocubic high-temperature LSM structure is
also ferromagnetic.
In order to compute the relevant magnetic coupling con-
stants exchange integrals from the calculated total energies
of the magnetic structures, we used the Ising model Hamil-
tonian





where J1 and J2 are magnetic coupling constants between
nearest Mn centers in the xy basal plane and between near-
est centers along the z axis, respectively. Szi stands for the z
component of total spin on the magnetic center i, and ij and
kl indicate summation over intraplane and interplane nearest
magnetic centers, respectively. Positive negative values of
magnetic coupling constant indicate ferromagnetic antifer-
romagnetic interaction. Following Ref. 24, the following
overdetermined set of equations relates the energy differ-
















These equations are written for a supercell containing eight
Mn magnetic centers. Calculated coupling constants are
summarized in Table II. In the case of the orthorhombic
LMO, the calculated magnetic coupling constants agree well
with experiment, suggesting that the chosen calculation
scheme is sufficiently reliable. The analysis13 of existing
numerous calculations of the LMO coupling constants shows
that our agreement within accuracy of a factor 2 could be
considered as a good one. We thus expect our LSM results
TABLE I. The energy difference of three considered antiferro-
magnetic structures of low-temperature LMO orthorhombic phase
and both low-temperature orthorhombic phase and high-
temperature pseudocubic LSM with respect to their FM solutions.
The values are in meV per 40-atom supercell, which contains 8 Mn
atoms.
Material A-AFM C-AFM G-AFM
LMO, orthorhombic −65 94 54
LSM, orthorhombic 468 499 1329
LSM, pseudocubic 1105 1386 2491
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to be reliable at least qualitatively, despite the fact that we
were unable to find experimental values. The calculations
suggest that the FM domains in LSM are rather stable at low
temperatures. Indirect support comes from the phase diagram
in Ref. 7, which shows that LSM with a dopant fraction of
x=1/8 is a ferromagnetic insulator at low temperature, and
that antiferromagnetic structures are important only at low Sr
concentrations. From the increased magnitudes of the calcu-
lated coupling constants for high-temperature LSM, one can
expect that the stability of FM domains increases with tem-
perature.
Based on a spectral ellipsometry,25 it was suggested re-
cently that the LMO reveals low-energy d-d optical transi-
tion around 2 eV 1.7 eV Ref. 26, and O2p-Mn3d
charge transfer transition at 4.7 eV. This is in qualitative
agreement with our Fig. 1, demonstrating projected density
of states PDOS and indicating the band gap of 2.3 eV be-
tween the top of the valence band VB consisting of a mix-
ture of Mn 3d and O 2p states and the conduction band CB
bottom formed mostly by Mn 3d states. The main VB peak
lying 2 eV below consists almost of O 2p states. Note that
a fine structure of the VB, especially a weak 1.5-eV-wide
subband around its top, depends on the exchange-correlation
functional used: it arises mostly in B3LYP calculations and
disappears in Hartree-Fock calculations.12
For both orthorhombic and pseudocubic LSM, our calcu-
lated PDOSs Figs. 1b and 1c are similar in the vicinity
of the Fermi level. La or Sr contributions near the VB and/or
CB regions are negligible. The hybridization of Mn 3d /O 2p
orbitals results in a semicovalent nature of the Mn-O bond in
manganite, which becomes more pronounced after Sr dop-
ing. The calculated Mn-O bond population Mulliken analy-
sis has increased from 0.072 e in LMO to 0.084 e in LSM,
confirming the increase in covalency.
Figures 1b and 1c demonstrate the half-metallic be-
havior of both LSM structures in their FM ground state. For
x=1/8, one spin subband exhibits metallic character, while
the other one is insulating, both in the low- and in the high-
temperature phases. This behavior leads us to speculate that
spin-polarized transport could be responsible for LSM elec-
tronic conductivity. With increasing Sr doping, LSM is
known to stabilize the Mn4+ valency relative to Mn3+. Ac-
cording to Ref. 5, disproportionation in Mn4+/Mn3+ is ob-
served. Our Mulliken charge analysis shows that after Sr
doping, a hole is relatively uniformly redistributed over the
Mn-O sublattice. The Mn charge is 1.81 e for LSM x
=1/8 in the FM ground state and 1.82 e in LMO; −1.38 e
and −1.42 e for O, respectively. Mulliken charges on La are
practically unchanged upon doping.
In summary, we have performed DFT calculations with
the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional of the magnetic
and electronic structure of La0.875Sr0.125MnO3 and pure
LaMnO3. The calculations show that, in agreement with pre-
vious calculations, LMO has an antiferromagnetically or-
dered ground state. LSM, on the other hand, has at low tem-
perature a strong prevalence for a ferromagnetically ordered
state. This prevalence for the ferromagnetic state is more
pronounced as the one for the antiferromagnetic state in
LMO and increases further in the high-temperature
pseudocubic phase. Furthermore, we see, at least for the sys-
tem sizes studied here, no indication of significant charge
ordering around the Sr defect. Thus, we conclude from our
calculations that LSM at high temperature is pseudocubic
and prefers ferromagnetically ordered domains. Contrary to
TABLE II. The magnetic coupling constants J1 and J2, in meV,
for low-temperature LMO orthorhombic phase and both low-
temperature orthorhombic phase and high-temperature pseudocu-
bic LSM calculated as average from the overdetermined set of
equations 2–4 and using the energies of magnetic phases re-
ported in Table I.
Material J1 J2
LMO, experimenta 1.6b −1.2
LMO, experimentc 1.0 −1.2
LMO, orthorhombic 0.8±0.1 −0.8±0.2
LSM, orthorhombic 5.3±1.4 10.1±2.8
LSM, pseudocubic 10.8±0.1 17.3±0.1
aReference 20.
bAs explained in Ref. 13, a cofactor of 2 was missing in the experi-




FIG. 1. Color online Total and projected DOS calculated for
a orthorhombic LMO in A-AFM ground state, b orthorhombic
LSM in FM ground state, and c cubic LSM in FM ground state.
Positive DOS stands for spin-up electrons, negative for spin-down
electrons. The energy scale is plotted relative to the vacuum level.
The insets show DOS peaks in the gap magnified 10 times.
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LMO, the DOS show half-metallic spin states in the band
gap of LSM, which could be responsible for the electronic
conductivity of LSM SOFC cathodes.
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